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Our countertops and sinks are custom designed and manufactured for your 
home or business.  This level of quality far exceeds commercial manufactured 
or mass produced products. 
 
 We work with you and your designer to create a unique look tailored to your 
lifestyle.   We have over 30 years experience in the metal industry with exper-
tise in choosing the right material for your job.  Most importantly, we meas-
ure and template your job so it is done right! 

STAINLESS STEEL      COPPER        BRONZE         ZINC 
 

COUNTERTOPS, SINKS AND BARS 

This catalog contains information about our custom fabricated counter tops, 
sinks and bars. We have other catalogs for each of our product lines. 
 
Look over our catalog and please call or email us with any questions.    

Our company strives to provide a professional and pleasant experi-
ence to all our customers.  Customer service and satisfaction come 
first. 

All of our metal options go to the head of the countertop class. Unlike stone 
(such as the ubiquitous granite) metal is nonporous — read antibacterial and 
stain-resistant. They are green, all are produced from recycled materials and 
are completely recyclable;  metal countertops don't require sealing or more 
than soap and water to clean. Metal does scratch, however, so keep the cut-
ting board handy. And when you get the inevitable etches, enjoy the unique 
character that will develop. 

Isn’t time to leave the Stone Age behind? 
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Stainless Steel 

Stainless steel is chic, contemporary, and noted for its association with professional kitchens. It is 
stain resistant, and the only surface that can be safely bleached and sanitized.  It is the only material 
approved by NSF for use in food preparation.   
 
We offer numerous finish options on all of our countertops and sinks.  Countertops can be pro-
duced seamlessly to any size limited only by transportation.  An integral stainless steel sink will 
create an integrated seamless look, while backsplashes with corrugated patterns create dimension. 
Our under-mount sinks add elegance, form and function to any kitchen or bath.  Bars and counter-
tops are fabricated with a wood substrate that becomes more sound resistant, or with stainless steel 
cross bracing for the cook that demands commercial performance. The thickness of your counter-
top can be at your option and you can choose from several edge options. 



Copper 
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You can choose from a virtually endless variety of patinas for your countertop   

Copper is a metal with a long history of human use, the metal that brought humanity out of the Stone 
Age and into the Bronze Age. It’s warm, rich color can look amazing if used in kitchens, baths or 
decorative commercial applications. Our countertops are constructed using large pieces of copper 
sheeting. Our countertops are made with no seams to detract from it’s the beauty. The color of pol-
ished copper is golden brown or red orange, but oxidization quickly affects the metal and it darkens 
and gains more of greenish hue. Many people prefer this rustic, aged look in their kitchen. 
Because of copper’s soft and malleable nature it is perfect for creating unusual custom designs, as it 
can be bent into shapes other countertop materials cannot. You can therefore let your imagination run 
wild and create interesting countertop edges and outlines with copper 
Copper is truly anti-bacterial, killing microbes that come into contact with it. The surface becomes 
your own unique ‘living finish’  
We offer custom copper farm sinks, under-mount and seamless options. 
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Bronze Counter Tops  

Previously rarely used as a countertop material is the copper alloy, bronze (copper and tin) the mix 
of metals makes both of them harder than copper and both start out with more golden hues than its 
salmon-colored parent.  These characteristics have made bronze the rising star in counter tops, 
sinks and even appliances. 

Bronze finishes include the dark popular oil-rubbed and antique patinas from light gold to 
dark brown, almost black.   

Make a bold statement in your kitchen, bath, res-
taurant bar or reception display with bronze! 
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Zinc Countertops and Sinks 

Zinc: The Miracle Mineral 
 
Take a zinc lozenge for a cold, slather zinc oxide on your baby's rash, and — what the heck — put it on 
your kitchen countertops. People have for centuries — if you've eaten in an oyster bar, for example, 
you've seen a zinc countertop. Skip the polish and zinc's silver shine will develop a blue-grey patina. A 
soft metal, the edges can be decoratively shaped, echoing dental or crown molding or your own design. 
Interest in zinc is leading more homeowners and business owners to include it in their plans. 
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Other Products 

Range Hoods and Liners 

Backspashes and Wall Panels 

Authentic Tin Ceiling Panels 

Work Tables 

386 Nano Tech Cleaners and Sealants 

Bear Creek Cast Tiles, and Hardware 

Custom Metal Artwork  

Artistry in 
 
Stainless Steel    Copper    Bronze    Zinc  Brass 

We are dedicated to providing the finest quality 
metal products to homes and business. 
 



Showroom:      
 21 Godwin Avenue 
 Ridgewood, NJ 07450 
                         
201-444-1100   
201-444-1102  Fax 
Web  www.archmetalconcepts.com 

In addition to our metal ceiling products,  
we design and manufacture custom counter-
tops, range hoods and hood liners back 
splashes and wall panels 
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